SAVE THE DATE
April 1, 2019

Please plan to join us on **Monday, April 1, 2019**, at the **Texas State Capitol** in Austin, Texas, for a Texas-Sized celebration!

**Undergraduate Research Day** will showcase the ongoing research of students enrolled at universities across the state.

Details and registration information will be posted soon. Questions may be directed to Elizabeth Puthoff, ICUT (Elizabeth.Puthoff@ICUT.org) or Rissa McGuire, CPUPC (rmcguire@CPUPC.org).

**Purpose**: To showcase the experiences of undergraduate students engaged in research for Texas legislators and the public through high-quality poster displays. The program will highlight how research conducted by undergraduate students positively impacts Texas -- and Texans -- with the theme: *Transforming Texas Through Undergraduate Research*

**Overview**: Approximately 70 research projects will be displayed in poster format reflecting the work of numerous undergraduate students representing general academic and health science center institutions across Texas (both public and private/independent universities and colleges)

**Student Participants**: One student per institution will be selected by their institution and invited participate (up to two students for each research/emerging research university)

**Organizers**: Coordinated by the Council of Public University Presidents and Chancellors (CPUPC) and the Independent Colleges and Universities of Texas, Inc. (ICUT)

**Event Summary**: Student participants and their faculty advisors/campus liaisons will have the opportunity to tour the Capitol, hear from a panel of nationally-recognized researchers, attend committee hearings and observe the daily meeting of the Senate and House of Representatives. Student participants are encouraged to work with their institution in scheduling meetings with their respective legislators.

Hosted by:
- The Council of Public University Presidents and Chancellors (CPUPC)
- The Independent Colleges and Universities of Texas, Inc. (ICUT)